a notion of a "like-to-like" connectivity rules, namely that cortical columns connected by long-range horizontal connections had similar orientation tuning (e.g., Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; Bosking et al., 1997) . Other quantitative anatomical studies have demonstrated that this horizontal network preferentially connects (with an overall probability bias of about 1.5 times greater than chance) neurons having similar preferred orientations (Kisvarday et al., 1997; Schmidt et al., 1997) . Electrophysiological studies reveal a more varied scenario. The orientation dependence of lateral interactions has been examined using extracellular recordings by concomitantly activating different visual positions. In one set of experiments, cross-correlation analysis showed that distant neurons indeed display stronger synchronized activity when their orientation preferences are similar (Michalski et al., 1983; Ts'o et al., 1986; Schwarz and Bolz, 1991) . However, recent studies did not confirm this finding (Das and Gilbert, 1999) . Interneurons (Kisvarday et al., 1994; Buzas et al., 2001) , as well as stellate neurons in layer 4 (Yousef et al., 1999) , and pyramidal neurons close to pinwheel centers (Yousef et al., 2001) , reportedly connect lateral orientation
IntroductIon
Columnar organization is a prominent characteristic of the neocortex, in which neurons with similar response properties are grouped vertically (Mountcastle, 1957; Hubel and Wiesel, 1977) . In the primary visual cortex, neurons are fed by the feedforward thalamic drive while their tuning properties are further shaped through the local recurrent intracolumnar network (Douglas and Martin, 1991) . This constitutes a retinotopically organized contingent of afferents, resulting in a functionally homogeneous input set. In parallel to this retinotopic organization, an heterogenous plexus of intracortical and cortico-cortical inputs of various retinotopic origins converges onto these neurons.
Within the same cortical area, intrinsic horizontal axons link neurons that are separated laterally over distances of several millimeters and spatially distributed into regular clusters (Braitenberg, 1962; Fisken et al., 1975; Creutzfeldt et al., 1977; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Rockland and Lund, 1982) . Previous structural and electrophysiological studies of the connectivity rules among those clusters have yielded some controversial results. Initial studies established Lateral spread of orientation selectivity in V1 is controlled by intracortical cooperativity Neurons in the primary visual cortex receive subliminal information originating from the periphery of their receptive fields (RF) through a variety of cortical connections. In the cat primary visual cortex, long-range horizontal axons have been reported to preferentially bind to distant columns of similar orientation preferences, whereas feedback connections from higher visual areas provide a more diverse functional input. To understand the role of these lateral interactions, it is crucial to characterize their effective functional connectivity and tuning properties. However, the overall functional impact of cortical lateral connections, whatever their anatomical origin, is unknown since it has never been directly characterized. Using direct measurements of postsynaptic integration in cat areas 17 and 18, we performed multi-scale assessments of the functional impact of visually driven lateral networks. Voltage-sensitive dye imaging showed that local oriented stimuli evoke an orientation-selective activity that remains confined to the cortical feedforward imprint of the stimulus. Beyond a distance of one hypercolumn, the lateral spread of cortical activity gradually lost its orientation preference approximated as an exponential with a space constant of about 1 mm. Intracellular recordings showed that this loss of orientation selectivity arises from the diversity of converging synaptic input patterns originating from outside the classical RF. In contrast, when the stimulus size was increased, we observed orientation-selective spread of activation beyond the feedforward imprint. We conclude that stimulus-induced cooperativity enhances the long-range orientation-selective spread. columns in a cross-oriented or non-selective way, making the picture even more complicated. Furthermore, another set of studies provided evidence that the surround can modulate responses evoked by center stimulation yielding a high diversity of effects in terms of polarity, orientation tuning, and preference (Blakemore and Tobin, 1972; Maffei and Fiorentini, 1976; Nelson and Frost, 1978; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1990; Li and Li, 1994; Sillito et al., 1995; Levitt and Lund, 1997; Sengpiel et al., 1997; Polat et al., 1998) . In addition, experiments in which horizontal interactions were selectively and locally inactivated supported the contention that lateral suppression originates from both iso-and cross-oriented sites (Crook and Eysel, 1992; Crook et al., 1998) .
Feedback originating from higher cortical areas provides a more diffuse and divergent input to the primary visual cortex (Salin et al., 1989 (Salin et al., , 1992 . To our knowledge, only one anatomical study, performed in the cat, has explored the orientation selectivity of feedback, suggesting that area 18 and area 17 cells are preferentially connected when they share similar preferred orientations (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989) . Electrophysiological studies of the functional impact of inactivation of higher cortical areas are more numerous, and show a much more diverse effective connectivity schema. One study showed that it is interesting to notice that, in contradiction to the results of the anatomical study referenced above, inactivation of area 18 did not affect the orientation tuning of area 17 cells (Martinez-Conde et al., 1999) . Reversible inactivation was also used to explore the role of feedback from area 21a. Overall, these studies demonstrated almost no effects on preferred orientation in either broadening or sharpening of the orientation-tuning width of area 17 neurons (Wang et al., 2000 Huang et al., 2004; Liang et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2008) . Along the ventral pathway, similar results were obtained by cooling of the posterotemporal visual area . Finally, inactivation of the posteromedial lateral suprasylvian area, a region involved in motion processing, induced no effect on orientation maps even though direction maps were affected (Galuske et al., 2002; Shen et al., 2006) . Thus, feedback from higher cortical areas does not seem to influence in a systematic way the orientation preference of neurons in the primary visual cortex. Rather, it modulates the response amplitude and tuning width of area 17 neurons.
All in all, based on these observations, the effective functional selectivity of lateral (horizontal and feedback) inputs converging onto primary visual cortical neurons remains unknown. Indeed, any visual stimulation will activate, through inter-and intracortical pathways, all these lateral synaptic inputs with diverse orientation-tuning and functional interactions. What is missing is a quantitative measure of the input tuning that a given local region of area 17 or 18 receives from the periphery of its retinotopic representation. For that purpose, functional methods measuring synaptic activation at the subthreshold level are the most suitable, since stimulation of the periphery of a RF evokes only subthreshold activity (Bringuier et al., 1999) . Most of the currently available knowledge relies on spiking rather than subthreshold synaptic activity for electrophysiological studies and on static rather than dynamic maps. Hence, it is not possible to tease apart the local from the lateral sources that contribute to the observed activity.
To address this question, we performed direct measurements of postsynaptic responses evoked by local oriented visual stimuli and characterized both the spatiotemporal patterns and the dynamic expression of their orientation tuning along the lateral spread of activity. Functional responses were recorded in vivo, using voltage-sensitive dye imaging (VSDI; Grinvald et al., 1984 Grinvald et al., , 1999 Grinvald and Hildesheim, 2004) , which allows excitatory and inhibitory synaptic responses integrated over a large population of neurons to be measured with both high spatial (<50 μm) and high temporal (millisecond) resolution. VSD signal from a single neuron soma is identical with the intracellular recording from that cell (Salzberg et al., 1973; Cohen et al., 1974; Grinvald et al., 1982) . The VSD from a synchronously active population of cortical neurons is closely related to the intracellular signal of a single neuron in that population Petersen et al., 2003) . To determine the orientation selectivity and preference of lateral inputs converging onto a single target cell rather than onto a population, we also performed intracellular recordings. These combined studies offer, for the first time, both access to the divergence (VSDI) and convergence (intracellular) patterns of the visual input mediated by various connections.
MaterIals and Methods optIcal IMagIng
Imaging experiments were conducted at the Weizmann Institute of Science. All surgical and experimental procedures were in accordance with NIH guidelines. Six hemispheres from area 18 and three from area 17 from seven cats were used for the VSDI study. Data from five more hemispheres, tested with only two orientations, confirmed the results obtained (not shown).
Surgery
Cats were initially anesthetized with i.m. ketamine (15 mg/kg) and xylazine (1 mg/kg), supplemented by atropine (0.05 mg/kg). Following tracheotomy, animals were artificially respirated and anesthetized with 1-1.5% halothane in an equal mixture of O 2 and N 2 O. Halothane concentration was reduced to 0.6-1% during recording. The skull was opened above area 17 or 18 and the dura was resected. During recording, paralysis was achieved with pancuronium bromide administered by intravenous perfusion (0.2 mg/kg/h). Eye movements were abolished under these conditions, as proven by the stationarity over trials of cortical representation of the local stimuli (not shown) and regular checks of the area centralis position with a fundus camera. Eyes were fitted with zero-power contact lenses, and external lenses were used to focus them on the screen. A prism was placed in front of the ipsilateral eye to obtain convergence of the two eyes. ECG, EEG, expired CO 2 , and body temperature were continuously monitored during the experiment. Additional details have been described previously .
Voltage-sensitive dye imaging
The exposed cortex was stained for 2.5-3 h with the oxonol dye RH-1691. A FUJIX HR Deltaron 1700 camera with an array of 128 × 128 detectors, each monitoring approximately 64 μm × 64 μm, was used for data acquisition. The camera was incorporated in a data acquisition environment that includes inhouse software (DyeDAQ) and hardware. A detailed account of and 4 mM potassium chloride. The average resting membrane potential was approximately −70 mV, and no retaining current was applied.
Visual stimulation
Data were processed and visual stimulation protocols were applied using in-house software (Gérard Sadoc, Acquis1-Elphy, Biologic CNRS-UNIC/ANVAR). After adequate band-pass filtering, the intracellular signal was sampled at 8 kHz. The RF map was first established using sparse noise mapping to determine the spatial extent of the RF. Orientation-tuning curves (n = 15) were measured using gratings whose spatial extent within the visual field was restricted to the "center-only" or "surround-only" configurations. For an additional population of cells (n = 12), we used a dense noise stimulation regime by stimulating with a 5 × 5 mosaic of Gabor stimuli centered on the RF. The spatial extent of the RF was used to define the location and size of the central pixel for the center/surround protocols. The optimal spatial frequency (and phase in Simple cells) was derived from the tuning protocols. Each Gabor patch could have four different orientations (separated by 45° steps) with an optimal or a null spatial phase. Therefore, for each position at each temporal frame (6.5-33 ms), the stimulus was chosen randomly among the eight possible Gabor-oriented patches and one uniform luminance patch. Background luminance was 12 cd/m 2 and the Gabor patch contrast was kept high enough (0.3-0.9) to elicit a detectable subthreshold intracellular response following presentation of a single patch.
Signal and image processing for VSDI and intracellular recording are described in the Section "Appendix."
results
To characterize the orientation selectivity of the lateral spread of activation, we performed optical imaging in cat primary visual cortex area 17 and area 18 during presentation of local oriented sinusoidal luminance gratings. The stimulus was presented through a circular aperture whose size was adjusted to the average RF dimensions (Orban, 1984) . We also compared the maps evoked by local stimuli to the cortical activation obtained with full-field.
dynaMIc actIvatIon of cortIcal terrItory beyond the feedforward IMprInt
Stimuli were presented for 576 ms at four different orientations, and responses were imaged at a temporal resolution of 9.6 ms. Figure 1A shows time-series examples of the evoked response averaged over the four orientations and normalized by a "blank" stimulus, in area 17(upper row). Superimposed on each data frame, a white contour delimits the domain within which pixel activation was significantly higher, on a trial-by-trial basis, than the spontaneous level (p < 0.05, see Appendix). The time sequence shows an initial local activation at a latency of about 40 ms after stimulus onset. This activation gradually spreads over most of the imaged cortical surface (Grinvald et al., 1994; Sharon et al., 2007) . The speed of this long-range lateral spread, estimated from latency analysis in successive region of interest (ROI; Figure 1B ), was about 0.09 m/s. the current data acquisition set-up and procedure can be found elsewhere . Data frames were acquired at a rate of 9.6 ms per frame.
Visual stimulation
Stimuli were circular high contrast sinusoidal luminance gratings with a spatial frequency of 0.6 cycles/deg (area 17) or 0.2 cycles/ deg (area 18) and drifting in a single direction for 576 ms at 2 Hz (area 17) or 6 Hz (area 18). Four orientations (eight directions) were presented (0°, 45°, 90°, or 135°). The diameter of the local stimulus was 2° for area 17 and 3-4° for area 18. Local stimuli were presented at an eccentricity of 1-15°, depending on the cortical area location exposed by the craniotomy. Between stimuli the screen was blank with a uniform luminance of 49 cd/ m 2 . Isoluminant stimuli were pseudo-randomly interleaved with recording epochs during which the screen was uniformly gray (blank condition). The stimuli were displayed binocularly using the VSG series three stimulator with a 38 cm × 29 cm, 640 pixel × 480 pixel monitor, at a distance of 57 cm from the cat's eyes and at a refresh rate of 150 Hz.
Intracellular recordIngs
These experiments were conducted in the Department of Integrative and Computational Neuroscience (UNIC) at CNRS (Gif-sur-Yvette, France). Long-duration (>1 h) intracellular recordings were performed in the area centralis representation (Horsley-Clarke coordinates P: 1.5-2.5, L: 1.5) in cat area 17. RF dynamics were studied both at the spiking and at the subthreshold level in 25 cells. Eight cells (out of 14) were selected for the Gabor dense noise analysis (Figure 7 ) and 11 cells were used to compare the orientation tuning of peripheral vs. center responses (Figure 10 ).
Surgical procedures
All surgical procedures were performed in conformity with national (JO 87-848) and European legislation (86/609/CEE) on animal experimentation, and strictly according to the recommendations of the Physiological Society, the European Commission, and NIH. Cats were initially anesthetized with althesin (Glaxo, 1.2 ml/kg; 10.8 mg/kg alfaxalone and 3.6 mg/kg alfadolone acetate given by intramuscular injection). Following tracheotomy, the cats were artificially ventilated and anesthetized with an intravenous flow of althesin (3 mg/kg/h) and pancuronium bromide (0.2 mg/kg/h) supplemented with glucose and isotonic saline. Phenylephrine chlorhydrate (5%) and atropine (1%) were instilled in the eye to retract the nictitating membranes, block adaptation, and dilate pupils. Artificial pupils (3 mm diameter) were used and appropriate corrective optical lenses were added. ECG and EEG were continuously monitored during the experiment and body temperature was maintained at 37°C. The artificial respiration rate was set to 25 breaths/min and the volume of inhaled air was adjusted to maintain expired pCO 2 between 3.8 and 4.2%.
Intracellular recordings
Using an Axoclamp 2A amplifier in bridge mode, we recorded cells in the primary visual cortex intracellularly with sharp glass pipettes (70-90 MΩ) filled with 2 M potassium methyl sulfate feedforward stream, referred to later in the text as the "feedforward imprint," we computed a retino-cortical mapping function on the basis of retino-cortical magnification factors, RF sizes, positions, and scatters measured by Albus (1975;  see Figure A1 in Appendix). This calculation ignores, for the sake of quantitative approximation, the non-smoothness of the cortical response field (Sharon et al., 2007) . For the stimuli used in the example given in Figure 1 , the feedforward imprint has a Gaussian shape with a SD of 1.3 mm (see Figure A1 in Appendix), very close to our VSD retinotopic mapping measurements (1.3 mm). The total cortical region that contains activated neurons remains within a territory of 2.6 mm (95% of the Gaussian activation, mean ± 1.96 SD), closely comparable to the spatial subunit described by Albus (2.5 mm; Albus, 1975) . If we superimpose this predicted feedforward imprint (red ellipses, Figure 1D ) on the activation maps at a late latency (576 ms), it appears that the lateral spread (white contour) has activated distal regions where RFs were not directly activated, even partially, by the feedforward input stream ( Figure 1D) .
After verifying that VSDI allows to visualize activation away from the feedforward imprint, we set out to determine whether this lateral activation is orientation selective.
loss of orIentatIon selectIvIty along the lateral actIvatIon spread
Two extreme hypotheses are worth examining while exploring the orientation selectivity along the lateral spread of activity. If the lateral spread activates only distant orientation columns sharing similar preferred orientations (Figure 2A , patchy red spread for a vertical The spatial extent of the spread was 29.1 mm 2 (equivalent to a radius of 3.0 mm radius for a disk of same surface hereafter abbreviated as ER) a value bounded by the optical chamber size.
An important task was to determine whether this lateral spread reaches cortical territory that is not directly activated by the thalamic input stream. For each experiment, we systematically performed retinotopic mapping by presenting local stimuli in adjacent visual positions. Figure 1C illustrates averaged response maps obtained in response to two adjacent stimuli presented one above the other (insets). A 2D Gaussian function was fitted to each activation pattern. We computed local magnification factors by comparing the cortical distance between the centers of gravity of the cortical activations and the visual distance between the centers of each stimulus. In Figure 1C , the cortical representations were 1.3 mm apart for 2° of visual separation in area 17 (2° diameter, flashed at 4.1° and 2.1° vertical eccentricity). We used these local magnification factors to approximate the extent of the retinotopic representation in Figure 1C (black ellipse). If we superimpose the retinotopic representation of the stimulus on the area covered by the spread (Figure 1D) , it is obvious that the lateral spread indeed covers cortical territory representing visual positions originating from the stimulus surround.
However, this remote territory may contain neurons with RFs that can be partially activated by the stimulus. Effectively, within a given cortical column the RFs sizes and positions of each neurons are not identical but show a significant spatial scatter that was extensively quantified in the seminal paper of Albus (1975) . In order to predict, under the present stimulus conditions, the proportion of neurons directly or partially activated by the 2 (ER: 3.2 and 3.1 mm) was significantly activated for the same hemispheres. Note that, for the area 18 example, the retinotopic representation of the horizontal visual axis is elongated along the antero-posterior cortical axis, as expected for this area (Tusa et al., 1979) . These results were consistent across cortices (n = 9, Figure 4A ): the orientation-selective area averaged over nine hemispheres was 5.5 ± 1.4 mm 2 (ER: 1.3 ± 0.2 mm), while the global activation gradually recruited the whole imaged cortex equivalent to 26.2 ± 2.7 mm 2 . Note that these areas are much larger than the number of pixels that are spontaneously active above significance level (see spurious activation at frame 0 ms in Figure 1A and 3A,D, and baseline level in Figures 3C,F) .
The dynamics of the orientation-selective and activation areas ( Figures 3C,F) were similar across hemispheres ( Figure 4B ). The extent of activation (gray curve, Figures 3C,F and 4B) increased continuously over the whole stimulation period. In contrast, the orientation-selective area (black curve, Figures 3C,F and 4B ) reached a plateau within 76 ms and remained spatially restricted to the predicted feedforward imprint area (continuous red line). The possibility that the lack of orientation selectivity along the lateral activation spread is merely due to the decrease in the signalto-noise ratio away from the center of cortical activation was ruled out by comparing the relationship between VSD activation levels and orientation selectivity in different cortical regions and stimulus conditions ( Figure A2 in Appendix).
Iso-orIentatIon preference of the lateral spread
In the previous section we showed that orientation tuning decreases when the cortical activation pattern spreads beyond the feedforward imprint of the stimulus. However, this finding does not preclude the possibilities that (i) the orientation preference of lateral activation spread remains biased toward iso-orientation or that (ii) the spread is selective but not uniform over the cortex for all the single-condition maps inspected. These two possibilities are further examined here. stimulation), any oriented stimulus will generate a feedforward activation whose orientation preference would be preserved along the lateral spread. If, however, the lateral spread over long distances activates all columns independently of the preferred orientation of the target site ( Figure 2B , red spread is non-patchy at long distances), the tuning selectivity will fade out along the activation path. The predicted outcomes of these two possibilities can be visualized by using a simplified model that combines the measured spread ( Figure 1A ) with the observed full-field orientation map ( Figure 1D , right). According to the first hypothesis, it should be possible to observe propagation of the orientation map at any location to which activation spreads (Figure 2A , lower row). In contrast, the second hypothesis predicts that the orientation-selective response will not spread ( Figure 2B ), but instead remain confined to the feedforward stimulus imprint (red circle in Figure 2 lower row). Figure 3 shows the orientation tuning of the spread for two examples in area 17 (Figures 3A-C) and area 18 (Figures 3D-F) . In marked contrast to the pattern of widely spreading activation that expanded continuously during the response time-course (white contour in Figure 1A ), the significant orientation-selective component remained spatially confined throughout the whole time-course of the response (white contour in Figures 3A,D; also compare white and gray contours in Figures 3B,E, corresponding respectively to the averaged orientation-selective and activated areas; see Movie S1 in Supplementary Material). This result is in agreement with the prediction of the second hypothesis ( Figure 2B ), which postulates that the lateral spread activates columns independently of their preferred orientation. In these examples, the largest orientationselective cortical area was found to be restricted to an average value of 5.5 mm 2 (area 17) and 4.2 mm 2 (area 18), comparable to the areas of the predicted feedforward imprints (see inset of Figures 3C,F, and compare the black and red contours corresponding respectively to the orientation-selective area and the predicted feedforward imprint limit), whereas an area of 31.3 mm 2 and 29.1 
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To quantify the decrease in orientation preference with propagation distance, we delimited cortical regions that successively reached significant activation levels along the lateral spread when moving away from the feedforward imprint limit (red contours in the insets of Figures 3C,D) . This resulted in the delineation of incremental nested ROIs (nROIs) of progressively larger eccentricity relative to the initial site of feedforward activation ( Figure 5A2 ; see Appendix for Methods). These concentric nROIs were then analyzed for two independent attributes of the orientation-selective response: preferred orientation and modulation depth. Figure 5 illustrates the decrease in orientation-preference accuracy along the lateral spread. Accuracy was defined for each pixel as the difference between the preferred orientation of the column when activated directly (feedforward activation) and its preferred orientation when activated by the lateral input. Figure 5A1 (left) shows, for the same area 17 hemisphere as in Figure 3A , the averaged orientation map obtained from responses to full-screen stimuli, which defines the reference orientation-preference maps. The orientation-preference map evoked by local stimulation 
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www.frontiersin.org tation-preference accuracy occurs gradually over more and more eccentric regions delimited by the nROIs ( Figure 5A2 ). Within each successive nROI (Figures 5A3), an iso-orientation bias was calculated as the average (over all pixels) of the difference between the preferred orientation for local stimulation and the reference value (see Appendix for Methods). Whereas the first significantly activated region showed iso-orientation biases that were six times greater than expected by chance, for more eccentric nROIs the bias disappeared (
Figure 5B lighter curve). Along the lateral spread, activation of the cortical columns of all orientations became less and less accurate.
In Figure 5C this observation is quantified along the entire spread (see Appendix). Decay of the iso-orientation count was fitted with an exponential function that gave a decay space constant of 6.6 mm 2 (851 μm when fitted in the ER dimension). These different quantifications show that both the orientation-tuning significance and the orientation-preference accuracy decrease to baseline when the lateral activation spreads away from the feedforward imprint. When applying this analysis to all nine hemispheres, we observed a mean decrease in orientation selectivity with an exponential decay space constant of 8.3 mm 2 (ER: 1074 μm) for the loss of iso-orientation preference ( Figure 6A ). To gauge the functional impact of the decrease in orientation selectivity with distance, we also measured cortical distance in terms of numbers of hypercolumns (Hubel and Wiesel, 1977) . For that purpose, we applied a Voronoi tessellation to partition the orientation map into pinwheel territories ( Figure 6B) . For each nROI, we re-identified the rates of orientation-preference loss in functional units. Pinwheel neighborhood order showed a similar tendency, although with more scatter, with decay constants of 1.0 pinwheels units ( Figure 6C ).
orIentatIon-tunIng strength of lateral spread In the sIngle-orIentatIon condItIon
Another independent measure that is classically used to characterize the selectivity tuning of orientation maps is the modulation depth (Figure 7) , defined within each single-orientation map as the difference in the responses between columns that are respectively iso-oriented and cross-oriented to the orientation of the stimulus (Sharon and Grinvald, 2002) . Accordingly, to delimit the two complementary sets of orientation columns, we computed differential orientation maps from their respective responses to full-field stimuli of orthogonal orientations ( Figure 7A1 ) for each single orientations (Figure 7A2 left, here vertical orientation is used as an example). This segmentation was then applied on local single-condition maps ( Figure 7A3 ) for each nROI (Figure 7A2, right) . Modulation depth was computed as the difference in response between pixels belonging to iso-(preferred, delimited by cyan contours in Figure 7A3 ) and cross-oriented (orthogonal, delimited by red contours in Figure 7A3 ) columns. For each oriented local stimulus, we thus obtained the amplitude dynamics of the orientation-selective component of the response along the lateral spread. In Figure 7B , modulation depth is plotted as a function of the area of the activated cortex. Data points corresponding to the four tested orientations are color coded. The black trace is the exponential fit over all four orientations and shows that modulation depth decreases gradually with lateral spread and converges to a null value. In other words, preferred and orthogonal columns were equally activated along the lateral Distributions of the orientation differences within each nROIs. These distributions were normalized by the total number of pixels. (chance level expected from a uniform distribution is 1.0). Brightness of traces codes for the more lateral nROI (cartoon insets). (C) Iso-orientation bias as a function of the spatial eccentricity of the lateral spread (total cortical area delimited by the outer edge of each nROI; equivalent radius is indicated in parenthesis). Note that the first point corresponds to the area of the initial cortical activation. Exponential fit is shown in black.
that instead of observing the divergence of the activation spread across the retinotopic map, as measured by VSDI, intracellular recording measures the visuotopic synaptic convergence onto a single neuron.
To measure the orientation selectivity of the lateral synaptic input activated by stimulation of the RF surround, we analyzed responses to a continuously updated array of local Gabor stimuli of random orientation. Subthreshold responses were averaged relative to each position and orientation of the Gabor stimulus (Figures 9C-F) . From the significant responses we extracted two components: the mean response strength to the stimulation at a particular pixel position (averaged over all the possible orientations) and the selectivity of this response to the orientation of the stimulation (see Appendix). Figures 9C,E shows an example of smoothed z-score maps which describe the dynamics of these two components as a function of the spatial position. The top row corresponds to the response strength for each position, and the orientation selectivity is color coded in the bottom row (same code as for VSDI). In both cases, the white contour delineates significant synaptic response (see Appendix for Methods).
The first cell (Figures 9C,D) illustrates a case of lateral recruitment by a diversity of oriented inputs. Peripheral "hot spots" significantly activate the recorded neuron after a delay compatible with horizontal propagation at slow speed (Bringuier et al., 1999) . These peripheral positions also evoke subthreshold significant orientation-selective responses but with an orientation preference depending on their location (square and triangle in Figure 9D , see another example with late peripheral responses, Movie S2 in Supplementary Material). The second cell (Figures 9E,F) illustrates a case of an untuned peripheral response. The peripheral hot spot indicated by a triangle (Figure 9F ) shows significant response strength but no orientation selectivity. See Figure A3 in Appendix for a detailed quantification of the orientation-tuned responses and their statistical significance. Note that at short-range spread. The exponential fit of the lateral decay yielded space constants of 8.2 mm 2 . At equivalent radial distances of 998 μm from the center of the initial activation region, orientation selectivity, as estimated by modulation depth, dropped to 1/e of its peak value. In summary, both the absolute orientation-preference bias and the tuning selectivity were found to decrease, and their spatial decay constants were identical.
Applying the above analysis to all of the nine imaged hemispheres revealed a similar trend, a mean decrease in modulation depth was observed with an exponential decay space constant of 9.8 mm 2 (EP: 1206 μm; Figure 8A ) or 1.2 pinwheels units ( Figure 8B) . Hence, both the absolute orientation-preference bias and the tuning selectivity decrease with identical spatial decay constants.
loss of orIentatIon selectIvIty Is the result of a dIversIty of convergence connectIvIty patterns at the sIngle cell level
The VSD signal results from the spatial averaging of the activity of thousands of neighboring neurons and pools various sources of input impinging on cells situated in the same map pixel. Non-selective propagation revealed here by VSDI could potentially originate from different connectivity scenarios between single cells. One scenario reflects a common convergence schema: each target cell receives lateral input from all possible preferred orientations ( Figure 9A ). An alternative scenario is that a diversity of selective connectivity patterns are pooled along the column: each target cell receives orientation-selective lateral input but this preferred presynaptic orientation may differ from position to position ( Figure 9B ). When measured with VSDI, the population averaging would smooth out such microscopic diversity and detect only a global non-selective propagation.
To distinguish between these two scenarios, we performed intracellular recordings to dissect the orientation tuning of synaptic inputs converging onto the recorded cell. The reasoning here is 
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www.frontiersin.org tivity index), as a function of the relative preferred orientation for each hotspot, defined as the difference between preferred orientation measured at the spiking level when stimulating the RF center and the preferred orientation of activity evoked in the "silent" periphery. A uniform distribution is observed, with 44% of orientation differences less than 30°, 28% within the range 30-60° and 28% within 60-90°. No particular tendency was found in favor of iso-oriented configuration and linear regression showed no significant relationship between circular variance and orientation preference. Since the circular variance ranged between low (selective) and high (unselective) values, we can reject the first scenario of exclusive recruitment of untuned lateral input: cells tend to integrate a mixture of orientation-tuned sources sampled across the RF surround. In spatial terms, the activated hotspots in the RF surround were on average 4.2 ± 1.4° away from the RF center. From the delays of peripheral responses, we calculated that they were conveyed to the recorded cells with an apparent speed of horizontal propagation of 0.12 ± 0.16 m/s (see Grinvald et al., 1994; Bringuier et al., 1999; Chavane et al., 2000; Jancke et al., 2004) .
To further examine whether our prediction in connection with the pooling of these intracellular results was consistent with the VSDI data, we computed an estimate of the expected population response from the set of responses obtained for each cluster and each single orientation. In contrast to Figure 10A , Figure 10B displays the activity component for each test orientation before the orientation selectivity of the total composite signal was computed. This allowed us to "model" the expected VSDI signal of a virtual column simultaneously receiving all the input sources we observed from recorded clusters (Jancke, 2000) . In Figure 10B , each point corresponds to the response obtained in a given cluster for one orientation condition, relative to the cell's preferred orientation (i.e., the preferred orientation of the virtual column). The final result shows a flat orientation tuning of the composite signal amplitude with high variance. The fit of the population tuning is non-selective. Thus, at the population level, the results emerging from intracellular recordings are consistent with the VSDI data. Both measurements show that the lateral spread is untuned to orientation because each potential target column integrates input from a wide variety of orientation-selective and non-selective sources originating from their RF surround.
eMergence of tuned lateral spread through cooperatIve MechanIsMs
The experimental observations described so far were based on responses to local stimuli at high contrast. To test the effect of other stimulus configurations, which may recruit more extensive cortical interactions, we manipulated the stimulus characteristics. We first tested whether stimulus contrast could affect the extent of the tuned orientation-selective spread. Local stimulus contrast has indeed been shown to affect spatial summation and lateral interactions (Levitt and Lund, 1997; cat literature: Sengpiel et al., 1997; Polat et al., 1998; Nauhaus et al., 2009 ) but also the balance of excitation and inhibition (Contreras and Palmer, 2003) . Our result indicated that lowering the contrast did not actually increase the extent of the orientation-selective spread (see Appendix, Figure A4 ). distances (square) the observed iso-orientation bias is similar to that observed with VSDI (see another example as Movie S3 in Supplementary Material).
The population analysis combines 18 hotspots of input activation originating from the subthreshold RF surrounds of eight cells. In this analysis, each hotspot is considered as an individual data point, since it corresponds to a distinct input source to the recorded cell. In Figure 10A we measure the probability for any area 17 cell to receive inputs of various selectivity and orientation preference. The graph represents the circular variance (1 -selec- Figure 5A2 ). (A3) The two ROIs were merged to partition the map into overlaid regions of interest of preferred-and orthogonal-orientation pixels. (B) We computed, for each nROI and for each condition, the response difference between preferred and orthogonal ROIs. This difference gives, in per mil of overall fluorescence (‰), the condition-wise response modulation depth. Modulation depth, averaged between 125 and 600 ms for each tested orientation (color coded), as a function of the total area within the outer contour of each nROI (the equivalent radius values are indicated in parenthesis). Exponential fit is shown in black.
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www.frontiersin.org in the three conditions are comparable, the spatial extent of the orientation-selective cortical area (black curve) is larger for the annular stimulation (bottom row) than the inner disk (middle row). In Figure 11C we show another example that reproduces the same result: the annular stimulus evokes an activation spread inside the cortical representation of the inner disk of the annulus that is selective to orientation. These results were confirmed in two other hemispheres, as shown by the group-averaged time-courses of orientation selectivity ( Figure 12A ) or significantly activated cortical areas ( Figure 12B) . Whereas the extent of activated cortical area is comparable for local and annular stimulations, there is a clear difference in the extent of cortical territory which remains significantly tuned to the orientation of the stimulus: the orientation-selective domain activated by the annular stimulation extends across the retinotopic representation zone of the unstimulated inner disk (dotted circle).
In another area 18 example (Figure 13 ) we compared differential maps for local and annular stimuli. For local stimulation (Figure 13A) , the orientation map propagated only slightly beyond the estimated retinotopic representation of the local stimulus (white ellipse). In this figure, white patches correspond to the response to a vertical stimulus (blue crosses) and dark patches to a horizontal stimulus (red crosses). However, for annular stimulation (Figure 13B ), orientation-selective activity propagated within the inner, unstimulated disk, confirming the results in Figure 12A . The annular surround, but not the central disk, evoked a spatial spread of an orientation-selective response. To test for a non-symmetrical behavior of the spread, we concurrently stimulated the center and surround positions with orthogonal orientations. For such a bipartite stimulus the cortical representation of the inner disk should receive two complementary oriented inputs: one fed directly by the feedforward stream and the other relayed by the horizontal connectivity. In contrast, according to the preceding results, the cortical representation of the annulus should only receive orientation-selective input from the annulus feedforward activation. These predictions are verified in Figure 13C , where the orientationselective response is almost abolished within the inner disk cortical representation, but not in the annulus representation. These results confirm that a stimulus configuration that recruits a higher level In a second step we increased the spatial summation area by using annular gratings and tested for the emergence of an orientation-selective lateral spread of activation. Orientation selectivity of the lateral spread evoked by annular gratings was measured using both VSDI and intracellular recordings.
Two different VSDI examples are presented in Figure 11 . In the first example (Figure 11A) , we compared the polar map dynamics of VSDI responses to a full-field (top row), a local (middle row, 3° diameter) and an annular grating (bottom row, inner diameter of 6°, outer diameter 9°) precisely encroaching on the outer border of the local stimulus (see drawing on the left). As reported above, the orientation-selective component activated by the local grating remained spatially restricted (middle row, white contour). However, the annular stimulus evoked an orientation-selective response filling in the retinotopic representation of its unstimulated inner disk, which is a region devoid of direct feedforward input (bottom row). The inner ring retinotopic representation can be inferred from the retinotopic maps shown in Figure 11A (right). The lower position (continuous ellipse) corresponds to the retinotopic activation of the lower stimulus: in the middle row it is activated directly by the local patch; in the lower row, it is fed by the ring itself. In this latter case, the contiguous cortical zone activated by the upper position (dotted ellipse) corresponds to the retinotopic representation of the unstimulated inner disk of the annular stimulus. To compare the cortical area over which significant orientation-selective response is observed in the three conditions (cartoons in the left panel), we restricted the quantification inside a specific cortical ROI ( Figure 11B ). This ROI corresponds to a rectangle centered on the representation of the lower stimulus, and aligned to vertical visual axis representation (antero-posterior cortical axis). Therefore, it allows quantifying VSDI responses over a cortical region receiving a same amount of visual stimulation in the local and annular conditions (reddish rectangle superimposed on stimulus cartoon and averaged polar map). Within such ROI, the dynamics of the cortical area becoming significantly orientation selective (delimited by the white contour) is shown in the right column of Figure 11B . Whereas the cortical regions which are significantly activated (gray curve) 
www.frontiersin.org responses, the tuning curves (right) show that the annular stimulus evokes a response only for the optimal orientation/direction, suggesting that the converging lateral spread remains orientation selective with the same orientation preference as in the center. Figure 14B shows another example, this time of a Simple cell, with depolarizing responses to an annular stimulus tuned to the preferred orientation/direction of the cell. These results were confirmed at the population level (Figure 15 ), using the same calculation used for local stimulation ( Figure 10A) . In this figure, the circular variance of the subthreshold responses to peripheral stimuli is expressed as a function of their preferred orientation, relative to the cell's spiking preferred orientation. Synaptic responses to peripheral stimuli were all iso-oriented with of spatial summation and temporal coherence can indeed initiate a strong iso-orientation-selective lateral spread of activity beyond the scale of a hypercolumn.
The above results obtained at the population level with VSDI were confirmed and extended with intracellular recordings of subthreshold activity in 11 additional single neurons. The intracellular examples of Figure 14 illustrate the stimulus-locked averaged spiking (black) and subthreshold depolarizing (red) responses of two cells to a drifting grating. Figure 14A shows the responses of a Complex cell to gratings presented at either the optimal (right column) or the orthogonal (left column) orientation/direction, and in two spatial configurations, in the RF center (upper row) or its annular surround (lower row). From the averaged subthreshold functional connectivity patterns at the single cell level. Since the area of the orientation-selective activation visualized by VSDI is approximately equal to the cortical area that has to be traversed in order to find cells with non-overlapping RFs (based on estimation of the feedforward imprint from Albus, 1975) , we conclude that for distances beyond the activated hypercolumn the observed spread was non-selective.
on the orIgIn of the spread
In the following discussion on the synaptic origin of the observed lateral spread, we briefly overview its spatial and spatiotemporal properties and compare them with known characteristics of the horizontal and feedback networks. Spatially, the lateral spread observed here was about 3 mm in radius, which is well within the limits of the extent of horizontal axons (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; Kisvarday et al., 1997) , and much larger than the divergence reported for direct geniculo-cortical projections (1 mm in radius, Humphrey et al., 1985; Salin et al., 1989) . Moreover, a large proportion of the lateral subthreshold inputs that were detectable by intracellular recordings were orientation selective, indicating that their origin was cortical rather than geniculocortical. Such long-distance interaction could also in theory be attributable to the anatomical divergence of feedback pathways, but the latter are not precise enough retinotopically and rather generate a diffuse divergence pattern (with one cortical point capable of projecting to more than 10 mm; Salin et al., 1989 , see review Salin and Bullier, 1995 . In the spatiotemporal domain, both VSDI and intracellular response latencies revealed a similar slow spread with a range of 0.07-0.16 m/s. These measures are in agreement with the values of propagation for horizontal unmyelinated connectivity, as documented in vitro in area 17 of the cat using intracellular recordings (Chervin et al., 1988; Komatsu et al., 1988; Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; Nowak and Bullier, 1998) or field potential (Luhmann et al., 1990; Kitano et al., 1994) . Importantly, a recent study demonstrated that the horizontal spread of activity the preferred orientation of the cell, whereas local stimulation produces untuned and tuned depolarizing responses for all preferred orientations (Figure 15 , gray open squares corresponding to Figure 10A ).
In conclusion, the same effects of oriented stimuli seen through a local vs. an annular aperture has been found at both mesoscopic (VSDI) and microscopic (intracellular) activity levels. Our findings therefore support the view that stimulus configurations that coherently recruit spatial and temporal summation coordinate the composite impact of subthreshold responses from the "silent" periphery in such a way as to generate the propagation of iso-orientation preference over long intracortical distances.
dIscussIon
In this study we showed, using both VSDI and intracellular recordings, that the postsynaptic integration of long-range lateral spread evoked in areas 17 and 18 in the cat by a local oriented stimulus gradually loses its orientation selectivity. Importantly, we also found, that increasing spatial summation in the input pattern induce the emergence of long-distance propagation of iso-orientation preference beyond the functional hypercolumn scale.
Three different types of analyses confirmed the observation that, in response to a local visual stimulus, orientation selectivity decreases along the lateral spread of activity. As a function of the spread distance, we measured (i) the trial-to-trial reliability of the preferred orientation (Figures 3 and 4) , (ii) the decrease in preferred orientation accuracy (Figures 5 and 6) , and (iii) the decrease in modulation depth (Figures 7 and 8) . VSDI methodology provides information about the average postsynaptic activation of a large population of single cells and its dynamics. It therefore cannot be ruled out that some sub-populations are sharply tuned and others are not. This question was addressed by carrying out intracellular recordings, which showed that in some cases the loss of orientation selectivity is the result of a diversity of converging triggered by intracortical extracellular stimulation is indeed seen in VSDI and propagates at similar speed ranges (Suzurikawa et al., 2009) , confirming previous VSDI studies in vitro with different species (Nelson and Katz, 1995; Yuste et al., 1997; Contreras and Llinas, 2001; Petersen and Sakmann, 2001 ). In contrast, feedback and divergent feedforward activation also cannot account for such a slow spatiotemporal pattern, since conduction by myelinated axons from the thalamus (Hoffman and Stone, 1971; Stone et al., 1979) or higher cortical areas (Toyama et al., 1969; Bullier et al., 1988; Henry et al., 1991) are faster by at least one to two orders of magnitude (1-40 m/s). Inactivation studies of higher areas in the cat have shown that feedback has no effect on RF size, surround modulation size, or orientation preference, but it does modulate the amplitude of the evoked response and broaden, or alternatively sharpen, tuning width in some cells (Wang et al., 2000 (Wang et al., , 2010 Galuske et al., 2002; Huang et al., 2004 Huang et al., , 2007 Shen et al., 2006 Shen et al., , 2008 Liang et al., 2007) . Those studies suggest that feedback networks affect the primary visual cortex through a rapid (review in Bullier, 2001 ) and multiplicative scaling action (Wang et al., 2010) over a large region, generating a context-dependent modulation of the horizontal network (Ito and Gilbert, 1999) . Therefore, the characteristics of myelinated input and feedback pathways conduct too fast and are spatially too diffuse to account for the observed slow and gradual spread (see also discussion in Bringuier et al., 1999; Frégnac et al., 2010) . Unmyelinated horizontal axonal inputs, with the possible involvement of rolling waves of activity through polysynaptic pathways and recurrent connections, are therefore the plausible origin of the measured spread, in accordance with assumptions made in a large body of in vivo literature on VSDI and intracellular recordings from our groups as well as from many others (Grinvald et al., 1994; Bringuier et al., 1999; Chavane et al., 2000; Slovin et al., 2002; Petersen et al., 2003; Jancke et al., 2004; Roland et al., 2006; Benucci et al., 2007; Sharon et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2007; Ahmed et al., 2008; Palagina et al., 2009) .
While weak contributions from other cerebral sources cannot be excluded, an important result obtained here is that a local oriented stimulus does not in itself result in an orientation-selective activation of the lateral neighboring cortex. However, the possibility of species difference in the relative contribution of the horizontal and feedback pathways should be taken into account: for example, longrange interactions in monkey may be more mediated by feedback pathways (Angelucci et al., 2002) , where horizontal axons are of more limited extent (if measured in retinotopic space).
coMparIson wIth prevIous results
The present results may seem to be at odds with the consensus reflected in the anatomical literature, namely that horizontal axons predominantly connect neurons with similar response properties
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The available anatomical data are not capable of providing a coherent picture of the functional nature of the long-range horizontal connections; moreover, they are controversial, possibly because of methodological and species differences. Whereas some specific examples of tracer injection sites exhibit relatively strong patchiness with a spatial periodicity matching the orientation map, quantitative analyses of the selectivity of anatomical lateral connections by some groups did not show a strong orientation bias beyond the first millimeter or two. Based on anatomical tracing and the superposition of axonal bouton location on orientation maps, the reported bias in favor of iso-oriented preference has been quantified in the cat as only 1.5 times stronger than that expected by chance. This estimate results from a sampling restricted to synaptic boutons that mostly reside within a disk radius of only 1-1.5 mm around the injection site (Kisvarday and Eysel, 1993; Kisvarday et al., 1994 Kisvarday et al., , 1997 Schmidt et al., 1997; Yousef et al., 1999 Yousef et al., , 2001 Buzas et al., 2001) or up to 2 mm (Buzas et al., 2006) . Furthermore, the spatial density of horizontal synaptic contacts decreases with lateral separation (Creutzfeldt et al., 1977; Kisvarday et al., 1997; Buzas et al., 2006) . More importantly, the iso-orientation selectivity revealed by anatomy tends to decrease with distance, with clear differences between proximal and distal boutons (Kisvarday et al., 1994 (Kisvarday et al., , 1997 Buzas et al., 2006) . Altogether, the overall bias previously reported in quantitative studies apparently results mostly from short-range horizontal connections. The present results are in line with this observation: for a lateral radius of less than 1.5 mm, an initial bias of similar value was also observed here ( Figures 6A and 8A) . Because optical imaging studies measure the subthreshold horizontal spread at the population level, we believe that it is currently the only technique that allows the loss of selectivity to be detected at long-range distances. Those publications may suggests that a careful examination of struc-(review in Schmidt and Lowel, 2002) . However, this consensus is based on anatomical data, whereas the present results are based on functional data. It is known that spatiotemporal patterns of activation cannot be derived from anatomical data. (Below is a description of spatiotemporal patterns in awake and anesthetized animals, clearly the anatomical connections did not change, only their function).
Figure 14 | iso-orientation lateral input convergence revealed by spatial and temporal summation (visualized by intracellular recordings).
Conventions for (A,B): Left, stimulus-locked waveforms of the spiking (black PSTHs, upper graph) and depolarizing subthreshold (red waveforms, lower graph) responses evoked by sinusoidal luminance gratings of various orientations. These gratings were presented through the minimal discharge field aperture only (upper row) or through an annulus aperture corresponding to the RF "silent" surround (lower row). Only the responses to the cross-oriented (left column) and preferred orientation (middle column) are represented. Stimulation onset starts at the origin of the waveforms, and the dotted horizontal line and the dashed (red) stripe represent respectively the mean and the SEM of the spontaneous activity. The complete orientation-tuning curves (eight directions, 45° apart) are illustrated using the same color code on the right. Both subthreshold depolarizing (red) and spiking responses (black) are plotted in overlay, after subtracting their respective spontaneous levels. However, as shown by Kenet et al. (2003;  Figure 3) , orientation maps mostly seem to arise simultaneously over the entire imaged cortical surface (about 6 mm × 2 mm) rather than spreading across it. Furthermore, no spread could be detected on inspection of the related high temporal resolution movies. On inspecting spatiotemporal patterns in anesthetized monkey V1, we also observed that maps of iso-orientation domains or ocular dominance domains often appear spontaneously rather than by slow spread (Grinvald et al., 2010) . It is interesting to compare the results from anesthetized and awake monkey V1, since no spontaneous emergence of orientation maps, or ocular dominance maps could be detected at all in the latter case (Grinvald et al., 2010) . In the context of this paper, this result underscores once again the lack of predictability of functional activation-patterns from known connectivity.
effect of stIMulus confIguratIon
Here we found that the stimulus contrast does not affect the extent of the orientation-selective spread ( Figure A4 in Appendix). Using spike-triggered LFP, Nauhaus et al. (2009) recently showed an increase in the lateral spread detectability with lower contrast. However, these authors did not measure whether orientation bias change with the stimulus's contrast. Furthermore, because of the different stimulus paradigms used and the different electrical parameters that were measured, a comparison of their results with our study is not warranted. Contrary to what was observed when manipulating the contrast, we found that increasing the spatial summation of sensory input can induce the emergence of iso-orientation-preference propagation (Figures 11-15 ). This observation precludes in part a potential pitfall of our stimulus configuration, i.e., the fact that we used circular aperture with sharp edge borders. These oriented borders could potentially stimulate orientation columns whose preference may be orthogonal to the grating orientation. However, the multiple orientation content of the stimulus does not seem to be the explanatory mechanism of our effect, since similar sharp edge borders are present in the annular condition for which a tuned spread was observed. We suggest that this orientation-selective spread observed using annular stimulation could emerge from intracortical cooperative mechanisms. A simple schema is proposed here (see Figure A5 in Appendix) as a possible way to produce orientation selectivity in the lateral spread through non-linear summation mechanisms, analogous to what was proposed for the thalamo-cortical pathway (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) . One possible mechanism is a differential convergence rule for long-range horizontal connections between columns, depending on whether they have identical or different preferred orientations. If identical, the horizontal input would converge onto a specific subpopulation of cells within the recipient cortical column (Figure 9F) , whereas in the columns have different preferred orientations the horizontal input would be more divergent and spatially diffuse ( Figure 9D; Figure A5 in Appendix). When an annular stimulus has the proper orientation, synaptic convergence onto a small number of cells would lead to suprathreshold activation that could then ignite the cooperative firing of the whole target column through local recurrency (Douglas and Martin, 1991) .
tural data in the literature may imply that the "like binds to like" contention should be revisited in the case of longer-range functional horizontal interactions, unless the visual input allows for cooperative effects.
At the functional level, as stated in the introduction, the published evidence for the iso-preference binding rule was obtained mostly on the basis of spiking activity. However, even when restricting the visual stimulation within the classical RF, it is well established that there are no unique rules linking the tuning of synaptic inputs to that of the spike-based preference (Vidyasagar et al., 1996; Monier et al., 2003) . Cross-correlation between pairs of extracellularly recorded neurons indicated that the spiking activity of laterally separated cells tends to be more synchronized when their preferred orientation is similar (Michalski et al., 1983; Ts'o et al., 1986; Schwarz and Bolz, 1991) . However, the peaked correlograms at zero latency that were obtained in those studies are more indicative of a common input, rather than cell-to-cell connectivity. Moreover, the visual stimulation used to reveal those cross-correlations was not optimal for testing whether one cell is horizontally connected to the other, as both sites were directly stimulated (sometimes by two different stimulations) and therefore triggered spiking activity at both columnar locations. It follows that basing connectivity inferences solely on evoked spiking activities in different neurons may be inappropriate for dissecting the propagation of subthreshold horizontal inputs (Bringuier et al., 1999) . Furthermore, all of those studies relied on a low sampling density (less than one neuron per iso-preference orientation column width). This may be of importance, since counter-findings have also been published (see for instance Figure 4 in Michalski et al., 1983; Figure 5 in Schwarz and Bolz, 1991) . Lastly, a more recent contradictory publication reported that the probability of synchronous activation decreases rapidly with lateral distances of up to 1 mm between cells, independently of their relative preferred orientations (Das and Gilbert, 1999) . The origin of the apparent discrepancy with the findings of Ts'o et al. (1986) is more difficult to ascertain, since these authors tested distances up to 3 mm but pooled their results over the entire range of lateral separations. The data presented by Das and Gilbert (1995) and Toth et al. (1996) showing a strong decrease in orientation selectivity over less than a millimeter from the retinotopic border of the stimulus, point to conclusions that do not contradict the present results (although not stated specifically in these latter studies). The tree shrew data from the Fitzpatrick laboratory (Chisum et al., 2003) are also in line with the present results.
In a more recent work using multielectrode array, Nauhaus et al. (2009) unraveled a tendency for iso-orientation biases for lateral connectivity inspected with spike-triggered LFP. However these authors used large visual stimulus, hence stimuli that induce cooperative effects and that evoked suprathreshold activity at all sites. All in all, detailed inspection of the literature presents a picture that is mostly in agreement with our report of a loss of orientation selectivity of the observed spread.
Previous VSDI findings of ongoing activity (Tsodyks et al., 1999; Kenet et al., 2003) might raise expectations that the spontaneous appearance of orientation maps over a small cortical area could spread to a large area, thus suggesting by inference that orientation-tuning activity may spread over a large area. 
suppleMentary MovIes
The Movies 1, 2, and 3 for this article can be found online at http://www.frontiersin.org/Systems_Neuroscience/10.3389/ fnsys.2011.00004/abstract conclusIon The present study shows two different behaviors of the same network for two distinct stimulus configurations: a single local stimulus evokes a lateral cortical spread that does not maintain orientation preference over long distances, whereas stimulation allowing spatial summation and temporal coherence facilitates the build-up of propagating cortical spread exhibiting a strong orientation preference.
Our results support the existence of a flexible and dynamic binding operations that presumably are important for integrating the higher-order interactions found in natural images (Simoncelli and Olshausen, 2001; Geisler, 2008; Karklin and Lewicki, 2009 ; for reviews). An advantage of such versatile binding rules would be to decrease redundant interactions and generate sparser (Olshausen and Field, 1996) and more dynamic (Lorenceau and Shiffrar, 1992) integration. The annular stimulation experiments (Figures 11-15) show that cooperativity at the global network level can induce tuned propagation of activation. Many other high-order features in the spatiotemporal coherence of the stimulus may influence the propagation of tuned information in the primary visual cortex. Further studies employing dynamic imaging are warranted to uncover binding laws that may originate from higher-order lateral interactions.
Modulation depth of the orientation tuning for each orientation within each nROIs was then calculated as the difference in the average single-condition responses between pixels in "preferred" and "orthogonal" regions. A modulation depth value was thus obtained for each orientation and each nROI (a point in Figure 7B ).
Data fitting.
The difference between orientation preferences, calculated from the responses to local and full-field stimuli, was computed for all pixels within each nROI (Figure 5) . Distributions of orientation difference within each nROI ( Figure 5B) were fitted with a Gaussian function by optimizing three parameters (baseline, amplitude, and SD). The amplitude of this fit at the zero orientation difference defined the iso-orientation bias and was plotted as a function of the global activation area ( Figure 5C ) defined by the cortical area covered by the encapsulated nROIs. The isoorientation bias ( Figure 5C ) indicates the increased frequency of iso-orientation preference compared to that expected from a random distribution.
The decrease in preferred orientation accuracy ( Figure 5C ) or modulation depth ( Figure 7B ) over the area covered by the lateral spread was evaluated by an exponential fit with three parameters (baseline, amplitude, spatial decay). The decay constant was extracted to quantify the decrease of orientation selectivity along the lateral spread.
Intracellular recordings
Data analysis. Analysis of the membrane potential has been previously described (Bringuier et al., 1999; Monier et al., 2003) . For the spike events, peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) were computed with a 25-ms bin width. For subthreshold activity, spikes were removed from the raw recording and membrane potential was interpolated before and after each spike occurrence. The evoked depolarizing and hyperpolarizing components were defined on the basis of a quantitative amplitude-selection criterion as the integral of voltage respectively above and below the mean depolarizing and hyperpolarizing fluctuations in the resting potential measured during spontaneous activity (Figures 9 and 14) .
More specifically, we computed amplitude-and orientationselectivity maps from intracellular responses to the different positions of the Gabor grid. To retrieve the stimulus-locked subthreshold response (post-stimulus time waveform) to one particular stimulation pixel, additional processing was needed to remove the spurious contribution from other, co-stimulated, pixels. For this purpose, we used a least mean quadratic optimization (LQR) method to compute the "best" estimate on the basis of a linear combination of individual PSTWs (peri-stimulus waveforms) evoked in each pixel for a given stimulus configuration. To avoid over-fitting (Theunissen et al., 2001 ), we performed the optimization using a symmetrical temporal window that includes both positive and negative delays. Significant responses were defined with a t-test (p < 0.002) that compared the response integrals observed in symmetrical temporal segments, thus comparing the causal with non-causal links between stimulus and response. This stringent significance test is the same as that used to define the dynamics of z-score maps (z = 3) where the reference activity distribution is computed for a negative symmetrical delay.
appendIx sIgnal and IMage processIng

Optical imaging
Optical map calculation. The evoked response to each stimulus was calculated in two steps. The recorded value at each pixel was first divided by the average value before stimulus onset (to remove slow stimulus-independent fluctuations in illumination and background fluorescence levels), and this value was subsequently divided by the value obtained for the blank condition. This procedure eliminates most of the noise due to heartbeat and respiration. For all single-condition analyses we used raw, unfiltered data. For differential analysis (orientation maps) the data were high-pass filtered (666 μm, 2D Butterworth filter) to remove slow gradients.
Latency maps were calculated as the delay from stimulus onset (when the derivative of the VSDI signal crosses a threshold of significance; mean derivative plus 2.5 times its SD).
Statistical tests.
We tested the statistical significance of response amplitude and orientation-selectivity level for a given pixel, using unpaired t-tests at a confidence level of 95% (p < 0.05), repeated for all time frames, between test and control conditions. For the activation maps, the evoked response amplitude was averaged across the four orientations and the resulting distribution over all trials of values for a given pixel at a given temporal frame was the "test" distribution. Activity was also sampled outside the visual stimulation periods and partitioned into four randomized subgroups of unstimulated epochs. The four corresponding pseudo-responses were averaged, and the distribution for a pixel of the values over all trials and available data frames formed the "control" distribution. Orientation selectivity was calculated in a similar way: for each pixel and at any given temporal frame, the preferred orientation was estimated for each trial using vector averaging, and the deviation of this value from the reference preferred orientation (obtained with full-screen presentations) was calculated. The distribution of the difference values was then cumulated over the various trials to form the "test" distribution. To obtain the "control" distribution we calculated a pseudo-orientation preference from the four fake orientations and compared it to the reference distribution.
Selection of regions of interest.
A first set of regions of interest (ROIs) was defined to describe the spatial characteristics of the progressive lateral spread over the cortical territory. This was done by delineating successive concentric nROIs along the spread, whose minimal area was set to 400 pixels to ensure enough statistical power (e.g., Figures 5A2 and 7A2) . Thus, at each incremental step, the inner limit of the new nROI was the outer border of the previous nROI. The outer limit of the current nROI was delimited by the following progression of the spread over the next frames, provided that enough activated pixels were accumulated.
For single-condition analysis (Figure 7) , modulation depth was calculated for each orientation and each incremental nROI in the following way. The full-field differential map (the response to any given orientation divided by the response to the orthogonal orientation) was used to identify the pixels exhibiting the 25% highest and lowest values (respectively cyan and red pixels in Figure 7A2 ), corresponding to "preferred" and "orthogonal" regions respectively. 
suppleMentary MovIes
MOVie S1 | SupplMovie_M1.mpg. Movie showing the cortical response propagation evoked by a local stimulus (averaged over four orientations, left) and dynamics of polar orientation maps (right). Time after stimulus onset is given above each frame. The example is the same than Figure 1A and 3A. The red (left) or white (right) contours delineate the region significantly activated or significantly selective to orientation respectively. MOVie S2 and S3 | SupplMovie_M2(3).avi.
Movies showing examples of subthreshold responses maps evoked by local Gabor stimuli. In the movies, the position corresponds to positions tested in the visual field (similar to Figure 9 ), and the orientation of the bars, the preferred orientation of the evoked response. White contours delineate significant subthreshold responses.
The mean integral of the subthreshold response above the threshold of significance observed in one pixel was then averaged over the four orientations and normalized relative to the response (after filtering out the spikes, see above) observed for the optimal phase in the center pixel. A second map was calculated, taking into account both the response strength and the tuning selectivity. The response strength itself was calculated as a vector, given by the sum of the unit vectors corresponding to each individual tested orientation weighted by the response of the cell for that specific orientation. This measure is equivalent to the multiplication of the mean response by the tuning selectivity index (defined by 1 minus circular variance, Batschelet, 1981) . The statistical significance of this last measure is thus greater than that based on the response strength alone. To suppress false positives for negative stimulation delays, an additional thresholding was applied to the map contour. The orientation preference attributed to each pixel is represented by a color code in the RF maps shown in (Albus, 1975) , and it is therefore not trivial to predict what is the proportion of neurons that should be activated by a given visual stimulus. For that purpose, we computed a mapping function from the visual field onto the cortical surface of area l 7 and 18 of the cat. Within a 2D model of the cortex, RF sizes, and positions were assigned to cells according to (i) averaged positions given by the retino-cortical magnification factor taken from Albus (1975) and Tusa et al. (1979) and to (ii) the scatter distribution quantified by Albus (1975) . The map extended from a cortical position representing the area centralis (eccentricity 0°, cortical position 0) to cover 20 mm across cortex (eccentricity 25°), with a density of 150 cells for each 100 micrometer distance (B-C): The 30,000 receptive field sizes (B) and positions (C) are color coded over the 2D representation of the model cortex (surface-abscissa × depth-ordinate). (D) The feedforward imprint of any stimulus, is given by the volume of neurons whose RF are, at least partially, in overlap with the stimulus. In the matricial representation of the modeled cortex (neuron index in the column × cortical surface distance), the predicted normalized neuronal activity is represented in a color code scale (area 17 stimulus ( Figure 1A) . The degree of activation was inferred from the percentage of overlap between the receptive field and the stimulus (color coded). If we pool the activation across columns, we obtain a Gaussian distribution of activation corresponding to the predicted feedforward imprint ( Figure 1D ). 
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Normalized cumulative distributions of the response amplitude of the VSDI signal strength [expressed in per ml of overall fluorescence change (‰)] in different conditions. Two of the three overlaid curves allow us to infer the absolute threshold values above which an orientation-selective response became detectable, respectively for full-field (red curve, red circle in B,e) and local oriented stimulation (orange curve, orange circle in A,D). The black curve indicates the maximal amplitude of the response for pixels whose response to the local stimulus remained non-selective to orientation (black or white circle in A,D). These distributions show that response amplitudes in regions where local stimulation evoked only unselective responses (black curve) reached larger values than that necessary to generate orientation-selective responses for feedforward activated regions (red and orange curves). The lack of orientation selectivity in the lateral spread response to the local stimulus is therefore not due to a non-specific decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio. . The time-course of the activation for orthogonal orientations are presented in a color code (cyan and red for horizontal and vertical; green and purple for obliques), below which the dynamic of the t-value is presented in black (limit of 1 and 5% significance is shown). In (A), the horizontal orientation (red) evokes a significantly higher response than vertical orientation (cyan), whereas the reverse is observed in (B). Same conventions as in Figure 7C . Population analysis: for each cluster of activity we applied the same t-test, and the maximum of the t-value observed for the two couple of orthogonal orientations is displayed as a function of the relative preferred orientation of the activity evoked by that cluster (compared to the cell's preferred orientation). No particular bias in orientation preference (established on the subpopulation of orientationselective clusters) was observed. 
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